Charavines, France

THINK

sustainable

Think GREEN, think Charvet!
When you think of a heavy duty cooking suite, you don’t often think about sustainability...
but at Charvet, sustainability is always on our mind.
Located in Charavines, Isère, a protected region of France, surrounded by a rural
community, environmental protection is ingrained in Charvet’s genetic makeup.
... and here are just ten reasons why Charvet cooking suites are among the most
sustainable on the market.

1. We’ve made it policy

2. Longer lasting means more sustainable

Our passion for the environment results in a strict
and rigorous policy on waste treatment, elimination
of polluting emissions and efforts to control energy
consumption. In our search for suppliers, Charvet favours
local businesses, recognised for their reliability, in order
to reduce unnecessary transport. Also, being compliant
with Waste Electrical and Electronic Equipment (WEEE)
and DEA regulations, Charvet endorses the recycling of its
products at the end of their life cycle.

The most sustainable cooking suite you can buy is one that
you do not need to replace so often!
Charvet Pro 700, 800, 900, 1000, Extend and Bespoke
suites last more than a decade and even longer, provided
they are cared for and serviced and maintained.
Ranges have seam-welded stainless-steel chassis. Seam
welding, as opposed to the more usual spot welding adds
strength, stiffness, toughness and fatigue performance.

3. 95% recyclable

4. Solid tops and gas burners

5. Pan detector burners

That’s right, when a Charvet suite
finally comes to the end of its working
life, almost all the components can go
straight for recycling.

Temperature resistant refractory
cement packed around high-efficiency
burners focusses heat output upwards
and prevents sideward ‘leakage’,
cutting heat escape and ensuring we
use less energy to achieve the desired
heat output.

Reduces usage by a conservative 50%,
possibly more. Pan detector burners
will pay for themselves in 1 year, LPG
users in 6 months! Ideal where chef
wants induction but where there is not
enough electric to power it.
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SUSTAINABILITY FOR
THE LONG TERM
Induction cooking is more sustainable than
gas because it saves energy in use. But it
also cuts project costs by reducing spend on
extraction systems as they do not have to be
designed to deal with high radiant heat and
can operate without gas interlocks.

6. Charvet induction hobs

7. Drawer refrigeration

Charvet induction hobs are designed to give thousands
of hours of energy saving cooking time and are 90-95%
efficient against gas burners. Induction also reduces the
demand for ventilation.

Insulated drawer refrigeration can be built-into Charvet
cooking ranges. The drawers save energy because they hold
cold air in place when the door is opened. Labour is saved
because chef has all the ingredients to hand.

8. Energy efficient salamander
• The Rise and Fall Salamander achieves 400°C in nine seconds or a massive
570°C when fully warmed up.
• Energy saved with a ‘Plate detection system’ that moves from ‘standby’ to full
power when a plate is put under.
• Two independent cooking areas means one can be switched off during slack
periods., saving approximately 30% energy compared to a conventional grill.

9. Plancha

10. Multipurpose is more
sustainable!

Charvet has developed a system of water
flushing for our planchas, woks and open
burners, preventing build-up of carbon and
making cleaning easier and meaning fewer
chemicals are needed.

The 16kW steel plancha with 4 heat
zones and the 10.5kW with 2 zones
achieve up to 450°C; you can cook on
them directly, or use pans!

“Customers with an eye to a sustainable
future will love a Charvet suite, because
it can last over 20 years and prove a longterm asset for the business… plus they are
95% recyclable, now that is sustainability!
Wayne Cuomo
Managing Director, Charvet – Premier Ranges

ASK US...
The Charvet team has decades of experience working
with chefs and operators. Our advice could save you
time and money and can provide a fresh perspective.
We are always happy to help.
Call us on 01342 717936 or email: sales@charvet.co.uk

Charvet - Premier Ranges Ltd
6 Snowhill Business Centre, Copthorne,
West Sussex, RH10 3EZ
TEL: 01342 717936, Email: sales@charvet.co.uk
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